
Laminate Wood Flooring



There isn’t a design idea that you cannot fulfill with BVG laminate floors. A huge array

of decors will enable you to realize your interior design ideas. BVG floors are not only

beautiful but are also durable - manufactured using state of the art machinery

and technology, high quality raw materials and different quality tests. BVG laminate

floors are non-fading, stain proof, resistant against impact, scratches and abrasion

- they are strong, long-lasting and come with the BVG quality assurance.

Laminate flooring from BVG gives you the chance to be as creative as you like so

you get the look you want for your space. Choose from a unique range of wood 

species and wood colors to find beautiful flooring to enhance your home or work

place.

An assortment of sizes, shapes and textures are available with over 50 decors to

choose from :

CLASSIC l NOBILE l FRENCH BLEED l HAND SCRAPED l SAW CUT

Laminate

Flooring



CLASSIC

AC3

CHERRY RIO 9343 COUNTRY PINE 2956

BRAZILIAN CHERRY 8159 CEDAR 9484AMERICAN WALNUT 2116

With all the qualities necessary for attractive,

durable yet affordable flooring, the Classic

range is an investment for the value-savvy. This

range offers an excellent selection of color

options - all in a beautiful natural wood finish.

This classical range with ever popular decors

suits any space elegantly.

Classic

AMERICAN WALNUT 2116

1212 x 195 x 8 mm



WHITE BEECH 6065 OAK PLANK  705 COUNTRY OAK  904STABLE OAK 1064

Sway to the gentle breeze of

textured warmth of Nobile series.

The tones and grains are truly

mesmerizing and bring more than

a hint of sophistication to any

space. The subtle embossed grain

surface, brings about a tangible

effect to your floor. Nobile is the

perfect complement for any style 

form classic to contemporary.

Nobile

SMOKED OAK 846



COUNTRY CHERRY 39154 SMOKED OAK 846 WENGE 2 STRIP 854LUCA WALNUT 56814

AGED OAK 78344 LEGACY OAK 1215 SUTTER OAK 43345 AFRICAN WALNUT 809

WALNUT SICILIA 9740 SACRMENTO PINE 1496 OAK UMBRIA 1975

NOBILE

AC4

1210 x 193 x 8 mm



BLEACHED WALNUT FG 005

FRENCH

BLEED

AC4

SILVER WOOD FG 006 HARVEST CHEST FG 001

OLIVE WOOD FG 002BRANDY FG 004

HAVANA FG007

Our French Bleed collection is timeless yet

modern - this truly fantastic floor collection

takes you by surprise with its rustic appeal,

silk screen surface and specially

machined v groove. This awe inspiring

f loor has an extremely elegant

appearance, thanks to its four sided v

groove and narrow format. Wait till you

see it on your walls…..

French
Bleed

CARIBEAN WALNUT FG 002

Harvest Chest FG 001

1215 x 140 x 8 mm

V-GROOVE



This collection is homage to

traditions of hand crafted wood

floors. Using the oldest craft method,

wooden panels are shaved with a

scraper to create a surface that

appears hand scraped. It was

achieved to create a surface,

whose natural origin has been

refined into a design element. With

unique grain patterns and dramatic

color ranges Hand Scraped

collection is sure to make a bold

statement in any home.

Hand
Scraped

LEGION OAK 6006-2 PALISANDER 6006-6A YORKSHIRE OAK 1359-1 EBONY 6006

HAMPSHIRE OAK 6006-1FRENCH OAK 89025LONDON OAK  6006-9AWHITE OAK 6006-3A

YORKSHIRE OAK 1359-1

HAND

SCRAPED

AC4

1210 x 161 x 12 mm



MOCHA - LS 61WASABI - LS 32CHESTNUT - LS 31 CHOKOLA - LS 13 

MAYO - LS 95 WINTER BERRY - LS 97

Unique expressions don’t have to be

loud and brash, they sometimes reside

in details. Details like the classy saw-cut

surface boasts of rugged character

and raw urban sophistication. Saw Cut

is a beautiful combination of

contemporary and rustic that will

instantly add a modern feel to any

room. This new age embossing and

heavy texture on its surface makes it

the perfect choice for anyone in

search of designer quality finishes.

Saw Cut

LS 97WINTER BERRY - 

BVG krono laminate wood 

flooring is brought to you by 

BVG Industries Ltd., a leader 

in flooring and cladding 

products for both 

commercial and residential 

markets. High quality carpet 

tiles, engineered wood,

decking  and cladding 

products combine quality,

colour and design, offering 

innovative solutions for any 

environment.
www.bvg.co.inBVG Industries Ltd.
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SAW CUT

AC4

1212 x 162 x 8 mm

V-GROOVE


